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“My cousin is here in the capital, so I picked her up, took her shopping, and brought her to the hotel 

room.” 

“Your cousin?” Gu Weiwei snorted and asked, “Which side of the family is she from?” 

“She’s the daughter of my mom’s male cousin.” Yuan Meng explained guiltily. 

Gu Weiwei looked disappointed. “You said that she was the daughter of your father’s female cousin last 

time.” 

“…” Yuan Meng was speechless and became silent. 

Seeing that the other party was exposed, Fu Shengying said to Gu Weiwei, “You still want to be with 

such a man?” 

Gu Weiwei pursed her lips and said to Fu Shengying, “Mr. Fu, can we deal with this matter ourselves?” 

Seeing her expression, Mrs. Fu tugged at Fu Shengying and urged. 

“Alright, let them discuss it. We should leave now.” 

Of course she knew that this was just a show for them. 

Otherwise if Fu Shengying thought about it carefully, he would realize that no one would find another 

woman outside, especially when they had such a pretty girlfriend like Gu Weiwei. 

Although Fu Shengying was not convinced because he had not seen the conclusion of this situation, he 

thought that he had gone too far by interfering, so he left with Mrs. Fu and Old Lady. 

However, instead of leaving the villa area of Zhujiang Landscape, they went to He Chi’s place. 

“What is there to talk about with that hooligan?” 

They had run into each other today and no one knew what he was getting up to outside. 

“That is their business, don’t get involved,” Mrs. Fu said gently. 

He had said that he would not allow her to remarry Hanzheng or enter the Fu Family, but now he was 

trying to break up her and her new boyfriend. What was he thinking? 

“She also plans to make someone my grandson and granddaughter’s stepfather. It is a matter related to 

the Fu Family.” Fu Shengying argued. 

Hearing their previous conversation, it was not the first time that this man was fooling around with a 

woman. 



But when Gu Weiwei found out about this time, Fu Shengying realized that she had never broken up 

with that hooligan over it and that they had been together for such a long time. 

He had not thought that she had a bad taste in men before, but why was her choice so bad this time? 

It was her own business if she liked him, but she could not bring him back to harm his grandchildren. 

“The Old Lady has agreed to their remarriage, what are you objecting to?” Mrs. Fu snorted unhappily as 

she sat on the sofa. “If you continue to be so stubborn, when will you see your grandchildren coming 

home?” 

“The Old Lady is kind, but Gu Weiwei is still a person of concern after all.” Fu Shengying was still 

persistent. Judging from the current tense situation of the Dorrans Family, he would not allow her to 

return to the Fu Family. 

“She gave birth to those two children. Are they also people of concern, why are you so worried?” Mrs. 

Fu asked. 

“That is different,” Fu Shengying said. 

Although she was the one who gave birth to the children, they were definitely Hanzheng’s biological 

children and the Fu Family would definitely take good care of them. 

“You are a stubborn old man.” Mrs. Fu could not persuade him and so she scolded him angrily. “The 

children will be one year old in a few months’ time.. If you continue to object, will they still be able to 

have a birthday banquet here?” 
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At the mention of the birthday banquet for his grandchildren, Fu Shengying looked serious. 

They had intended to hold a birthday banquet for the two children at the Fu Family mansion, but with 

Gu Weiwei’s relationship with them, she would not approve of it. 

They had missed the birth and the full moon celebration of the two children, and they did not want to 

miss their birthday. 

But Gu Weiwei was taking care of the children and she would not do everything according to their 

wishes. 

“If the children aren’t allowed to attend the birthday banquet, you will suffer terribly at the Old Lady’s 

hands.” Mrs. Fu snorted. 

The Old Lady was old and after she had thought it through, what she desired was nothing more than 

children and grandchildren. 

But because of his stubbornness, if Gu Weiwei would not bring the children back to the Fu Family, then 

the Old Lady would not be able to see her great-grandchildren often. As time passed, she would start to 

hate him. 



“That is not necessarily the only way to get the children back,” Fu Shengying said. 

“But it is the best way. The children will then have both their father and mother raising them, nothing is 

more important than that.” As a woman, Mrs. Fu mostly thought about the children’s situation. 

But Fu Shengying had not expected her to respond in such a way. 

“Stop talking about this with me.” Fu Shengying waved his hands and refused to discuss this topic any 

more. 

Otherwise, they would start arguing again. 

He had thought that after what happened, Gu Weiwei would break up with that man and drive him out 

of the house. 

However, Fu Shengying could not help but feel a bit anxious when he saw that she had not driven him 

out from where he was watching from the study on the second floor of He Chi’s villa. 

So he made a call to Fu Shiqin and told him what had happened. 

Fu Shiqin had just finished the meeting with Fu Hanzheng, when he received the call. 

“Our father has found out about Yuan Meng’s affair and he is waiting for sister-in-law to break up with 

her at He Chi’s villa in Zhujiang Landscape.” 

“Okay,” Fu Hanzheng answered briefly. 

Seeing his indifferent reaction, Fu Shiqin said, “Our father wants you to go home now and drive her 

away.” 

Yuan Meng smoked, had tattoos and drank too much. His father had never seen anything like that. 

Therefore, he could not tolerate Gu Weiwei finding such a stepfather for his grandchildren. 

“There’s no need,” Fu Hanzheng said calmly. 

Yuan Meng would leave, but not because of his interference. 

And Weiwei must also not allow the elders to think that the Fu Family could decide everything between 

her and the children. 

“True, we have been anxious for so long but now it is his turn to be anxious too.” Fu Shiqin put his 

phone on silent and returned to his office to continue with his work. 

Therefore, Fu Shengying made numerous calls in the afternoon but neither of them answered the 

phone. 

But after work, they still went to He Chi’s villa in Zhujiang. 

Seeing that they had just returned, Fu Shengying was furious. 

“You two did not answer any of my calls this afternoon, what do you mean by this?” 

“I am busy with work,” Fu Hanzheng answered coldly. 



“How many times have I told you that work is not as important as your two children? Now we finally 

have the chance to drive that hooligan away, but you still don’t know how to come home.” Fu Shengying 

complained angrily. That man had not left villa seven yet, which means he must have tricked Gu Weiwei 

again. 

“That is their private matter, and it is nothing to do with the children..” Fu Hanzheng knew what he 

meant, but he still said this on purpose. 
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Fu Shengying was so annoyed by his words that he warned Fu Hanzheng seriously. 

“If that man stays there, he might become the stepfather of your own son and daughter. Isn’t that 

important?” 

“Even so, we have no right to interfere with her relationship.” Fu Hanzheng looked indifferent. 

“You, you…” Fu Shengying pointed at him, he was so angry that he did not know what to say to him. 

Fu Shiqin gave his father a cup of water and said seriously, “Dad, don’t be angry. Our brother has finally 

broken up with Gu Weiwei and now you are asking him to meet her. Are you trying to torment him?” 

Mrs. Fu chuckled and did not expose Fu Shiqin. 

Breaking up with his beloved? 

He would never be able to do this, even if he died. Gu Weiwei was a woman he would never be able to 

separate from. 

He was already deeply involved. He could not break his connection with her even if he did want to. 

Therefore, he had tried so hard to hide it from them for more than a year, as they were still together in 

private. 

“They are in a relationship, but it is between them and it has nothing to do with us.” Fu Shiqin knew 

what his father was worried about, so he provoked him on purpose. “Even if Gu Weiwei really gets 

married to that man, the children will just have a stepfather. Our brother is still their real father and you 

are still her grandparents…” 

“What stepfather?!” Fu Shengying was furious! He pointed in the direction of villa seven and said, “How 

can such a person be Youyou’s and Tiantian’s stepfather? He smokes, drinks and has a bad temper. He 

even cheated on her. What kind of example would he give to the children?” 

“Dad, you asked her to divorce our brother. If she has divorced our brother, she can’t possibly stay 

single forever, right?” Fu Shiqin countered. 

Mrs. Fu chimed in. “It is all your fault! You can’t blame anyone else!” 

If they had not divorced and the children had been born into the Fu Family, they would have currently 

been so happy together. 



But this stubborn old man still refused to let them remarry. 

Fu Hanzheng checked the time, stood up and said, “I will go and take a look.” 

“Go now, persuade Gu Weiwei to drive that man away,” Fu Shengying said. 

“I am just visiting the children,” Fu Hanzheng said and left. 

What he meant was that he was just visiting the children and had no intention of interfering with Gu 

Weiwei and that man’s affairs. 

Fu Shengying sighed helplessly. “What is Gu Weiwei thinking? Why must she find such a scumbag who 

has no family background and is capable of spending her money to cheat on her?” 

His poor grandchildren. They did not know that they were going to suffer because of that hooligan. 

“Dad, you sound so worried about your grandchildren, but you don’t want our brother to get the 

children’s mother back. Are you truly a good grandfather?” Fu Shiqin leaned against the sofa 

comfortably and ate the cake he had packed as he countered his father. “Even without this scumbag, 

there will be someone else. Can you defend yourself?” 

“Can’t she not find one?” Fu Shengying said. 

Hearing his words, Fu Shiqin looked at his father speechlessly. 

“She’s just in her 20s and she is young and pretty. Why should she not have a boyfriend?” 

“I…” Fu Shengying was speechless for a moment and stuttered. “If she really wants to find a boyfriend, 

then send the children back to the Fu Family.. She can find anyone she wants then, and the children 

won’t get in her way.” 
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“Dad, that is too much!” Fu Shiqin said. 

Of course they knew that was what his father was truly thinking. 

His father wanted their sister-in-law to give up custody of the children and send them to the Fu Family, 

then she could do whatever she wanted because then it had nothing to do with the Fu Family. 

“If she has two children, she won’t be able to find anyone to marry.” Fu Shengying took a sip of tea and 

said, “We can take care of the children, and she can come home to visit us whenever she wants. 

Without the two children by her side, she is still young and pretty, so she won’t have to worry about not 

being able to find a young and talented man.” 

But if she had two children with her, no one would be willing to support someone else’s children, 

especially two at once. 

Therefore, sending the children back to the Fu Family would be very beneficial for her. 

But Gu Weiwei had turned his subtle hints down and insisted on keeping the children by her side. 

On the other side, Fu Hanzheng had returned to villa seven. 



Yuan Meng and Gu Weiwei, who had just played a scene of cheating in front of Fu Shengying and Mrs. 

Fu, were eating fruits leisurely on the sofa, as were the two children. 

The two little buns were dressed in the same color and they looked very cute sitting together. 

“What? Did your father ask you to help Weiwei kick me out?” Yuan Meng asked with a smile. 

She could totally guess what Fu Shengying was feeling and what his current expression must be like. 

Fu Hanzheng sat down with Youyou in his arms and said calmly, “There is no need to hurry.” 

He had not expected that his father would be so stubborn, but he could only use force on this matter. 

Anyway, the Old Lady had already given in, so his father could take his time. 

One year had passed, and three days would not make a difference. 

“But the girl who I cheated with has a great figure…” Yuan Meng said naughtily. 

Also, she was dressed in a male outfit, so she might have thought that she was a playboy. 

“…” 

Gu Weiwei’s lips twitched – what on earth had she done with this woman? 

She was a woman, and a very sexy one at that, yet she was judging another woman’s body shape so 

lustfully. What was going on? 

Yuan Meng glanced at Gu Weiwei and said, “What are you thinking? We just took a bath and did a spa 

treatment together. Although I look like a man and look at women, my heart is still straight. I only like 

men.” 

Hearing her words, Gu Weiwei felt slightly relieved. 

Although Yuan Meng was a flirt, she was very pure in love. She had never been serious apart from when 

she was with Yuan Shuo. 

“If you leave the day after tomorrow, I will leak that we are separated.” 

“Yes, and then Boss Fu will take advantage of it.” Yuan Meng nodded. 

She was leaving because she wanted Fu Hanzheng to return to her. 

Gu Weiwei smiled without saying a word. 

“Be careful after you meet Yuan Shuo.” 

“I think you better be careful.” Yuan Meng reminded her. 

Now that Cayman Dorrans was like this, he could not pay attention to Gu Siting. Maybe that bastard was 

up to something again. 

She did not like Gu Siting’s way of dealing with relationships, and Gu Siting was obsessed with Weiwei. 

She was skilled and Weiwei was also protected by Fu Hanzheng’s men, so she was not worried. 



But the two children were here and they were now Fu Hanzheng’s biggest weakness. 

If she were Gu Siting, he would not attack Fu Hanzheng but the helpless children.. 
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Gu Weiwei nodded silently. Honestly speaking, she had not been very assured after bumping into Gu 

Siting in Paris. 

Gu Siting was an extreme man who would do anything to achieve his goal. 

If it had been before, she would not have been so scared. But currently the two children were still 

young, this was why she and Fu Hanzheng were both afraid of something happening. 

Having said those words, Yuan Meng threw a meaningful look at Fu Hanzheng. 

Based on her understanding of Gu Siting, he would not give up on Weiwei so easily. 

Even if she did not love him, he would not allow her to fall in love with Fu Hanzheng. 

The reason why he had not acted rashly during this time was because he was threatened by Cayman 

Dorrans. Now that Cayman Dorrans was distracted by Will Dorrans, Gu Siting was very likely to take 

action. 

Either he was helping Will Dorrans and the Anderson Family to kill Cayman, that sly old fox, or he was 

here to steal Fu Hanzheng’s wife. 

He was definitely going to do one of these things anyway. 

“Let me know when you get the news in Italy.” Gu Weiwei stressed. 

So far, none of them had heard any news about Cayman Dorrans’ injuries, not even Yuan Shuo from the 

Dorrans Family. 

“I can’t guarantee that I can find out what you want.” Yuan Meng spoke first. 

Yuan Shuo had not found anything out, or maybe he knew but had concealed it for Cayman Dorrans. 

Then even if she went to the Dorrans Family, the result would be the same. 

Gu Weiwei nodded. Of course she knew that the chances were slim, but she still hoped to get some 

definite information. 

Even if Fu Hanzheng had analyzed it for her repeatedly and surmised that it was just Cayman Dorrans 

who was trying to get rid of Will, she hoped that she could get the news that Cayman Dorrans was safe. 

Yuan Meng finished the food and wiped her hands with a napkin. 

“The affair is over, so I won’t be the third wheel any longer.” 

Having said these words, she went upstairs to her room for a nap. 



Gu Weiwei looked at her youngest daughter who was happily holding her clothes and turned around, 

only to see the girl then reaching out for her. 

She took Tiantian into her arms and asked Fu Hanzheng, “Your family are still here?” 

“Yes, they are still here,” Fu Hanzheng replied. 

Based on his understanding of his father, he would not be willing to leave until Yuan Meng left. 

“But… even if Yuan Meng is gone, your father will still object to you being with me, right?” Gu Weiwei 

mumbled. 

Although the Old Lady did not object anymore, Fu Shengying did not approve of their remarriage. 

“He is just objecting to remarrying, but for the sake of the two children, he will not object to our 

relationship. We are not in a hurry to register our marriage anyway,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Fu Shengying did not approve of their remarriage, but in order to meet his grandchildren, he would not 

object to them meeting up. 

Therefore, this was already a great improvement for them. 

As for the marriage certificate, even if Fu Shengying did not approve of it, the rest of the family would. 

Gu Weiwei nodded thoughtfully. “True, at least… he won’t say anything more when we meet.” 

She had known that the remarriage would not go smoothly, and it was already unexpected that she 

could achieve such results. 

Therefore, it was not a big deal. 

After all, this happiness was worth their efforts. 
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Because Fu Hanzheng did not go there to kick out that hooligan or inform him about the situation, Fu 

Shengying could not wait any longer and made calls one after another. 

Fu Hanzheng helplessly looked at the phone and said, “I am going to go over there, I will be back soon.” 

If he did not go and give an explanation, his father would probably stay here today. 

“Okay.” Gu Weiwei nodded and did not ask anything more. 

When Fu Hanzheng returned to He Chi’s villa, Fu Shengying was pacing back and forth in the room and 

he asked when he saw him, “Why is that man still there? Does Gu Weiwei still refuse to break up with 

that scumbag?” 

“That is not something we should care about.” Fu Hanzheng looked calm. 

“Did they fight or scare the children?” Fu Shengying asked anxiously; he was concerned about his 

grandchildren. 



“No, they just talked. That man will move out for the time being,” Fu Hanzheng finally gave him the 

answer. 

Hearing that the man was finally leaving, Fu Shengying let out a sigh of relief. 

“If she doesn’t break up with him, what is the point of keeping such a man?” 

Hearing these words, Fu Hanzheng said, “Satisfied? Can we go home now?” 

If his family did not go home, he would not be able to spend time with her and the children. 

After all, he only claimed that staying here would make it easier for him to visit the two children. 

However, they had no idea that he was not living in He Chi’s villa but in villa seven. 

There were only some of his personal things placed here, as he was pretending that he was living here. 

Fu Shengying thought for a while. Although that man was moving out for the time being, he probably 

would not return. 

Even if he tried, they would not allow him to return. 

Therefore, he had nothing to worry about. 

“Now, without this stumbling block, you can take good care of the two children.” 

“Dad, are you objecting to our brother courting Gu Weiwei or encouraging him? I am not sure.” Fu 

Shiqin was eating snacks as he analyzed. “You object to grandma asking our brother to court Gu Weiwei, 

but now you are urging our brother to help her take care of the children. Isn’t that contradictory?” 

“I’m just asking him to take care of the children, not to continue their relationship.” Fu Shengying 

stressed what he truly meant. 

Fu Shiqin spat out a seed and said, “Dad, you are making it difficult for me to understand. If he takes 

care of the two children, he will have contact with the mother of the children. It is not impossible for the 

old flame to be rekindled…” 

“Shut up.” Fu Shengying snapped. 

Fu Shiqin pursed his lips and stopped talking. 

Fu Shengying glanced at Mrs. Fu and urged her seriously. 

“It is getting late, let’s go home too.” 

Mrs. Fu thought of the things she had bought when they were out at lunch and placed the bag on the 

table. 

“Hanzheng, we picked up a few things this afternoon and you can bring them to Gu Weiwei as a way of 

thanking her for giving birth to the two children.” 

Fu Hanzheng glanced at it. “Okay.” 

Mrs. Fu put down her things, grabbed her bag and followed Fu Shengying back to the old mansion. 



Seeing them leaving, Fu Shiqin glanced at his brother. 

“Brother, our father is so stubborn. What should we do?” 

The Old Lady had been moved. She could not bear to see the two children without their parents by their 

side, so she softened her heart and did not stop them. 

But his father was too stubborn. 
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“Let him be.” Fu Hanzheng picked up the things Mrs. Fu left behind and returned to villa seven. 

Fu Shiqin put down the snacks he was eating and followed him. 

The moment he entered, he went straight over to Youyou and Tiantian. 

“Oh my, they are dressed in brother and sister outfits, so cute.” 

Youyou was dressed in a knitted vest, a small shirt and a small bow tie, whilst Tiantian was wearing a 

knitted dress of the same color. 

The brother and sister sat together and stared at him with sparkling eyes, looking so cute. 

Because he had been here every day recently, the two little ones had become familiar with him and they 

did not dislike him being with them at all. 

Seeing that the children were being taken care of, Gu Weiwei became very free. 

“Oh yes, brother, Qin Man called to ask about sister-in-law again today.” Fu Shiqin reported. 

“Don’t worry about it,” Fu Hanzheng said coldly. 

It had been more than a year and the Qin Family still had not given up. 

Luckily, she had brought the children home without them becoming aware and was still very secretive. 

Also, she rarely went out, so the Qin Family still did not know that she had returned home. 

With Youyou in his arms, Fu Shiqin said as he clenched his nephew’s little fists, “You have no idea how 

famous Qin Lv has been in the internet industry for the past year. He is now the youngest business elite 

in Hua Land.” 

Fu Hanzheng was drinking tea and reading with Gu Weiwei on the sofa, showing no interest in what Fu 

Shiqin said, and neither was Gu Weiwei. 

Seeing no one talking to him, Fu Shiqin glanced at them and said, “Some time ago, Qin Lv received an 

interview from a magazine about his relationship. He said that he had lost the love of his life and 

everything he is doing now is for her to return.” 

His brother was so unlucky. He had been single for decades. 

He had finally found a wife, and Gu Siting and Qin Lv wanted her, not to mention Anthony Gustav. 



Gu Weiwei choked on her tea. “What is wrong with this boy? Why can’t he just let it go?” 

“His first love must be unforgettable,” Fu Shiqin mumbled. 

“Let’s be clear about who his first love is.” Gu Weiwei took hold of the arm of the man next to her and 

said seriously, “This is my first love, only this man and no one else.” 

She had not expected that Qin Lv would have such deep feelings for Mu Weiwei. 

She was no longer Mu Weiwei, but she still had the identity of Mu Weiwei, which led to this love debt. 

Hearing her words, Fu Hanzheng smiled, looking very gentle. 

“You are my first love too, my true love.” 

Fu Shiqin pursed his lips. “Hey, there are children here, be careful.” 

He had hoped that they would stay in love, but when their love was revealed, he was the one suffering. 

He had to work for his brother and yet they still had to keep showing off their love in front of him. 

“Don’t answer the Qin Family’s calls from now on,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

“When I blocked Sister Qin Man last time, she came to the company and almost killed me. I don’t have 

the guts to do that,” Fu Shiqin said weakly. 

His brother was fierce and Qin Man was scary too. She was a monster and he was a monster. 

Fu Hanzheng glared at his cowardly brother. “Do you know what will happen if you reveal anything 

about Weiwei and the children before we reveal the news?!” 
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Fu Shiqin nodded and promised him. 

“I know, I know, I will never tell anyone.” 

Fu Hanzheng was satisfied, but when he thought of what Fu Shiqin said about Qin Lv’s interview, he felt 

a bit jealous. 

Although he knew that it was just that Qin Lv truly liked Mu Weiwei who had passed away. 

But he did not want to explain anything to anyone else about what had happened to her. 

“Brother, let me tell you, it is a good thing that Qin Man is a woman. If she was a man, she would be a 

strong love rival.” 

Compared to Qin Lv’s gentleness, Qin Man was much more straightforward. 

But it was because her work required her to be decisive. 

Fu Hanzheng ignored his words, took a sip of tea and glanced at Gu Weiwei’s book. 



Fu Shiqin kept playing with the two children as he babbled on. 

“Brother, Qin Lv treats you as a competitor now. When he thinks that he is on par with you, he hopes 

our sister-in-law will change her mind. You used to be such a good child, but why are you so stubborn? 

There are so many fish in the sea, but you keep staring at your aunt.” 

… 

Gu Weiwei squinted at him. “Can you stop talking about this?” 

Was it really appropriate to talk about another man who was courting her in front of her man? 

“No, I am just impressed by Qin Lv’s devotion,” Fu Shiqin said. 

Originally, with his grades, he could have gone abroad to study and entered the industry he had once 

dreamed of. 

But in order to catch up with his brother, he chose to quit school and start a business. He had 

established the biggest internet shopping platform in Hua Land and there were already numerous 

famous companies and people who wanted to invest in it. 

But this was fate. 

It did not matter because the person he had done this for no longer existed. 

Therefore, all that Qin Lv had done, where he tried so hard to surpass his uncle, did not affect Mu 

Weiwei at all. 

“So you admire someone else instead of your brother?” Gu Weiwei ignored him. 

Hearing her words, Fu Shiqin complained. 

“Sister-in-law, if you keep flattering my brother, he will be prideful.” 

Although they were no longer as sweet as before, as long as they were together, they would always 

show off their love. 

It had only been a few years since they met. 

But their relationship was deep, just like a couple who had known each other for years. 

“Oh yes, why is Fu Shiyi not here?” Gu Weiwei asked curiously. 

Ever since she brought the children home, the brothers had to come and see them after work every two 

days. 

It was strange that Fu Shiyi was missing these days. 

“Oh, him? He seems to have made some progress with Ding Dongdong, so he did not come home to visit 

Youyou and Tiantian,” Fu Shiqin said. 

“Progress?” Gu Weiwei chuckled. 

Were they going to have a happy ending? 



Fu Shiyi had hurt Ding Dongdong before, but this woman’s revenge was terrible. She had fooled Fu Shiyi 

for so long. 

It was rare that this man was so persistent. 

“I don’t know what is going on, but he sounded very arrogant on the phone the day before yesterday..” 

Fu Shiqin snorted. 
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“He was very arrogant?” Gu Weiwei raised her eyebrows in surprise. 

She could almost imagine how proud Fu Shiyi looked. 

“Yes, he told me that I am now the only single man in the Fu Family.” Fu Shiqin snorted. 

Gu Weiwei chuckled. “It seems that there is good news.” 

After a long time, Fu Shiyi had finally seen the light. 

“I will tell him tomorrow that Ding Dongdong is the fat girl he hated back then. I will make him puke,” Fu 

Shiqin said fiercely. 

“Second Master, that is not very nice of you, is it?” Gu Weiwei tried to persuade him. 

Although they were used to setting each other up, yet this involved Ding Dongdong, so he shouldn’t 

reveal the secret to Fu Shiyi without everyone’s permission. 

He might even hurt Ding Dongdong. 

She did not have a deep relationship with Ding Dongdong, but she was a good girl and she might be Fu 

Shiyi’s real girlfriend. It was not right for Fu Shiqin to be involved. 

“Why not? He is showing off in front of me!” Fu Shiqin snorted as he played with the children. 

“It will ruin their relationship which will make you immoral,” Gu Weiwei said with a smile. 

Fu Shiqin threw a look at her. “But I can’t let Third Brother off so easily, right?” 

He could not take it lying down when such a man got rid of his single status. 

“Haven’t you set him up before?” Gu Weiwei countered. 

Maybe it was because Fu Shiqin had been by Fu Hanzheng’s side for too long and he was smarter than 

Fu Shiyi who was impulsive, but Fu Shiyi had already been defeated by him several times. 

“True, it is never too late to take revenge.” Fu Shiqin nodded. 

Alright, since sister-in-law had said it and the little buns were so cute today, he would let Third Brother 

off. 

Fu Shiqin knew what he was like, before sister in law had said something he would have told Fu Shiyi 

that the girl he had been courting for so long was the one he had once dumped. 



It was one thing to set his brother up, but if he really hurt Ding Dongdong’s heart, it would be too much. 

It did not matter how they set each other up, but if it involved someone else, it shouldn’t be so. 

But he was really curious about how dumbstruck his brother would look when he found out who Ding 

Dongdong was. 

Hearing his words, Gu Weiwei decided to no longer persuade him and smiled in satisfaction. 

“Second Master, please be kind.” 

“When have I ever been mean?” Fu Shiqin countered unhappily. 

Gu Weiwei smiled without saying a word. Seeing Fu Shiqin’s unhappy face, Tiantian fussed and looked at 

Fu Hanzheng, as if she wanted him to carry her. 

Fu Hanzheng got up and carried his daughter, so that the chubby girl could sit in his arms. 

Tiantian became happy when she was in his arms. 

Gu Weiwei nodded at her. “You don’t even want me as your mother when you father is around.” 

Whenever Fu Hanzheng was home, the little girl would ask for a hug from him. She was only half a year 

old and yet she was already so cute. What would happen when she talked? 

Fu Hanzheng could tell that she sounded a bit jealous. With one hand holding the child in his arms, he 

took hold of his wife’s shoulders. 

“Don’t worry, I won’t abandon you.” 

Fu Shiqin sighed. His brother’s children were just an accident, but his wife was his intentional true love. 

His sister-in-law was indeed untouchable, and so now was his daughter. 

Chapter 1340: No Affinity 

 

The following day, Yuan Meng, who was dressed as a man, moved out of villa seven in Zhujiang 

Landscape and went abroad. 

The news soon reached the Fu Family’s mansion. 

After Fu Shengying heard the news, he ate an extra bowl of breakfast in a good mood. 

“You are so happy because she has broken up with him.” Mrs. Fu did not know whether to laugh or cry. 

“Finally, that annoying man is gone. Hanzheng can spend more time with the children,” Fu Shengying 

said happily. 

Mrs. Fu pursed her lips and said, “If you still think that it is enough for him to only bring back the two 

children, then forget it. Compared to having just their father and grandparents, children need a mother 

more.” 

“We can take better care of them than she can,” Fu Shengying said confidently. 



Although she was the one who gave birth to the children, they were still the grandson and 

granddaughter of the Fu Family, so of course they would do their best to take good care of them. 

“No matter how well you take care of them, you can’t give them the motherly love they need the most. 

Do you know how much a mother affects children’s growth and personality?” Mrs. Fu said with a gentle 

voice, trying to persuade Fu Shengying to change his mind. 

“Again, I don’t want to talk about this with you.” Fu Shengying understood what she meant and refused 

to talk about it. 

“Alright, let’s not talk about it. Even if she leaves now, the Qin Family boy will still be watching out for 

her. If she doesn’t remarry Hanzheng and takes the children to the Qin Family boy, you will be anxious.” 

Mrs. Fu reminded him. 

Gu Weiwei had been away from home for more than a year and the Qin Family had been trying their 

best to find out about her. 

Qin Lv had made a name for himself in the business field this year, just for Gu Weiwei. 

Fu Shengying sighed deeply when he heard about the Qin Family. 

“Qin Man is such a good candidate, why is she so different from him?” 

Among all the girls of noble families, Qin Man was excellent in both family and appearance, but after 

knowing each other for so many years, she still had no feelings for Hanzheng. 

“No affinity means no affinity. No matter how good Qin Man’s family background is, she is too strong for 

Hanzheng,” Mrs. Fu said. 

“But he doesn’t like any of those gentle and considerate people either.” Fu Shengying snorted. He had 

fallen for Gu Weiwei’s trap. 

Mrs. Fu looked at Fu Shengying helplessly, not knowing how to communicate with this stubborn old 

man. 

Relationships were never about family background. If one did not truly like someone, no matter how 

much they were matched, it was useless. 

It was rare for Hanzheng to meet a girl he truly liked despite having such a cold personality. It was not 

right for them to stop him. 

“Also, tell Hanzheng not to get involved with the Dorrans Family just to please that woman.” Fu 

Shengying warned. 

Cayman Dorrans was in danger and the Fu Family must not get involved in the internal strife of the 

Dorrans Family. 

Once they were involved in that matter, it would never be a clean break. 

“Hanzheng knows what he is doing,” Mrs. Fu said calmly. 

The Fu Family should not get involved with the Dorrans Family. 



But if Hanzheng and Gu Weiwei really wanted to get involved, they would do something. 

Therefore, his worries were totally unnecessary. 

If she really wanted to get involved, he would have already brought the Fu Family into it. 

After all, as long as Gu Weiwei begged him, he would not hesitate to do anything, let alone get involved 

with the Dorrans Family. 

 


